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AMSTERDAM: Cars and a logo are pictured at the showroom and service center for the US automotive and energy company Tesla in Amsterdam. Tesla CEO Elon Musk announced in Berlin the construction of a new
‘gigafactory’ on the outskirts of the German Capital city. — AFP 
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BERLIN: US electric vehicle pioneer
Tesla will build its first European factory
and design centre near Berlin to produce
cars “Made in Germany” as it seeks to
burnish its reputation for reliability and
sporting prowess. Tesla Chief Executive
Elon Musk made the announcement at a
prestigious German car awards ceremony
late on Tuesday and said its new plant
would make batteries, powertrains and
vehicles - starting with its Model Y sports
utility vehicle. “Everyone knows German
engineering is outstanding for sure. You
know that is part of the reason why we are
locating Gigafactory Europe in Germany,”
Musk said at the Golden Steering Wheel
awards in Berlin.

Tesla’s move into Europe comes at a
challenging time for the Silicon Valley trail-
blazer which is investing heavily in new fac-
tories and new products, such as a pickup
truck, but has yet to prove it can be consis-
tently profitable. Its plan to start production
in another continent also comes as the auto
industry struggles with export restrictions
in the form of trade tariffs. Besides Europe,
Tesla is opening a factory in Shanghai, built
with Chinese state support.

While Tesla will be taking on BMW,
Mercedes and Volkswagen on their home
turf as they start rolling out zero-emission
vehicles, the move fits with the German gov-
ernment’s plan to transform the country into
a centre of excellence for electric mobility.
“Tesla’s decision to build an ultramodern
factory for electric cars in Germany is fur-
ther proof of the appeal of Germany as an
automotive hub,” Economy Minister Peter
Altmaier said in a statement yesterday.

‘Sets an example’
The government in Berlin has already

earmarked financial support for manufac-
turing electric car battery cells in a bid to
counter the dominance of Asian firms
though it was unclear whether Tesla would
receive similar German support. Germany’s
biggest labor union, the influential IG
Metall, welcomed Tesla’s plan. “This
strengthens Berlin as an industrial location
and creates jobs. We hope this sets an
example,” Birgit Dietze IG Metall’s regional
head said on Wednesday.

While Germany’s renowned car indus-
try is mainly based in the south of Europe’s
biggest economy, the capital has become a

hub for start-ups and has attracted many
creative and technology firms since the fall
of the Berlin Wall three decades ago.
Musk, who said in June last year that
Germany was the frontrunner for Tesla’s
first plant in Europe, told the awards cere-
mony on Tuesday that the factory would
be near the city’s new Brandenburg inter-
national airport.

Tesla announced last month that it
expected to start production in Europe in
2021. “Tesla is coming to Brandenburg with
a big investment,” Dietmar Woidke, premier
of Brandenburg state, which surrounds
Berlin, said in a statement. “We lobbied for
this for a long time in intensive talks and
with good arguments.” Tesla has started
hiring for the German project, according to
job postings on its website which showed
the automaker was looking to fill four roles
from engineering to construction.

Berlin’s minister in charge of economic
affairs, Ramona Pop, told public broadcast-
er RBB there had been talks about creating
6,000 to 7,000 jobs in production alone,
with hundreds or even thousands more in
areas such as design, software or research.
Musk’s appearance at the awards ceremo-

ny is another example of Tesla’s efforts to
give its cars the German stamp of quality. It
already has an engineering firm in Pruem
that specializes in automated manufactur-

ing systems for battery factories and has
tested its cars on the Nordschleife, the
notorious northern loop of the
Nuerburgring racing track. — Reuters

Thousands of jobs to be created in Berlin area 

‘Made in Germany’: Tesla sets up shop 

GRUNHEIDE: Photo shows an information board displayed near the town hall of
Gruenheide near Berlin. — AFP 

E-scooters under 
pressure to prove 
green credentials
PARIS: Pulling on makeshift roped hooks along a
sun-drenched bank of the Seine River in Paris, Youva
Hadjali and Edison Gompo fish out two electric
scooters-not the most ecological fate for devices
billed as a carbon-free fix for strained urban trans-
port systems. As city officials vow to rein in the use
of wildly popular e-scooters, their short lifespans,
along with the energy consumed to build and service
them, have many wondering if they are as good for
the environment as operators say.

Hadjali and Gompo are part of the “urban patrols”
carried out by the US start-up Lime, which says the
recovered units are recycled as much as possible-

though the lithium-ion batteries are usually shot.
“Overall in Paris, Lime scooters have saved the equiv-
alent of two days without any cars at all” since they
arrived 16 months ago, Arthur-Louis Jacquier, head of
French operations, told AFP. Critics say such claims
fail to take into account the carbon emitted in con-
structing the scooters and the daily collections for
recharging the so-called “dockless” vehicles.

Those emissions are compounded by lifespans of
barely a year, due to wear and tear but also vandal-
ism. They were a specific target of activists at the
Extinction Rebellion protest in Paris last month, who
gathered up a huge pile of the devices to denounce
what they labelled “pointless pollution.” “Scooters
don’t replace cars, they motorize walking trips,” one
sign said. Studies indeed show that most scooter trips
are replacing walking or biking, with just a third dis-
placing car use, said Jeremiah Johnson of North
Carolina State University.

He and his colleagues analyzed use in North
Carolina’s capital, Raleigh, and found the electricity
for charging was actually a pretty small contributor

to scooters’ environmental impact. But in terms of
pollution, scooters most often end up causing a net
increase in terms of global warming impacts. “Forty
percent of the CO2 emissions are from driving around
to pick these things up (for charging), and about half
of the CO2 emissions are from the materials and the
manufacturing of the scooter,” Johnson said.

‘Mass transport’ 
In the coming weeks, Paris will pick just three

operators allowed to keep their scooters on the
streets, down from around a dozen which began
flooding the city last year. Lime, which says its charg-
ing depots run on so-called clean electricity and
plans to use only electric vans for pick-ups, hopes to
be one of them.

It also vows to get over some embarrassing grow-
ing pains: A few months ago videos emerged showing
“juicers,” as Lime calls the freelance workers who
gather scooters for charging the batteries, using gas-
powered electric generators. “In just a year and a
half, we went from being a firm with innovative ideas

to a mass transport company,” Jacquier said of the
early decision to outsource charging, something it has
since ruled out. Even so, operators must also meet the
challenge of keeping scooters rolling longer.

“If you are able to achieve a two-year lifetime,
which would be a really rugged scooter and with
really good anti-vandalism policies... that makes a big
difference,” Johnson said. But since September, when
Lime launched its Seine searches, some 200 scooters
have been pulled out, said Sonthay Detsaboun, who
manages the urban patrols. It’s a similar story in Lyon,
where in September an environment group pulled out
109 scooters on just one 800-metre stretch along the
Rhone, one of two rivers that weave through the city.

Building a better machine
At Lime’s depot at Arcueil, just south of Paris, the

din of clanking metal and power tools suggests van-
dalism will remain a challenge to profitability-just as
it has been for the city’s pioneering Velib bike-shar-
ing system. Some 200 mechanics keep the place run-
ning around the clock, seven days a week, so the fleet
can keep rolling. —AFP 


